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Interview Project Requirements  Fails 
to 

meet  

Partially 
Meets 

Meets  Comments   

1) The interviewer developed 10 additional interesting and insightful 

questions of his/her choice in addition  to the 10 required by Mr. Matuch for 

a total of at least 20 questions. (The required questions can be found at 

matuchdc.com) The interviewer avoided simple yes/no or repetitive questions. 

Questions were well balanced. (15 points) 

    

 2) The interviewer made sure that the interviewee and Mr. Matuch were  

 given the list of 20 questions prior to the scheduled interview day. 

 (At least 24 hours before the interview so that the person can think about  

 their answers.) (5 points)  

  

  

 

 

   

3) On the day of the scheduled interview, the interviewer was prepared 

with the questions -already printed at the start of class (no delays) (5 pts)  

     

 5) Audio - external mic was used and the interviewee answers can 

clearly be heard. (5 points)  

     

6) Interview location is free of distracting background “noise” and/or 

visuals. *If Greenscreen was chosen, it has been replaced. (5 points)

 

    



7) Interview is framed using the “over the shoulder” technique as 

discussed and demonstrated in class. The interviewee is framed 

correctly (chest level to top of head- filling the frame with “nose room” 

- not directly centered) (5 points)  

    

8) The interview was effectively edited down from the original longer 

interview down to an interesting and well balanced 5 minute final 

product. This is the heart of the project and the editing process. (What 

goes? What stays?) (20 points) 

    

9) Question text titles, credits, are added to the project in between 

answers. Titles are on long enough to read comfortably (not too 

short/not too long!) Font choice and size is appropriate and can be 

easily read against a contrasting solid background (black usually works 

best). (15 points) 

    

10) All directions for creating, exporting, naming and submitting the 

project file in google classroom were carefully followed and completed. 

(3 points) 

 

    

11) At least 3 cut-away shots (pictures or video) were correctly added 

to enhance and add visual interest to the interview. Adding cutaway 

shots with the actual person in it scores higher. (12)  

 

    

12) A subtle non-distracting instrumental song was added to the 

background with audio levels properly adjusted or “ducked”  (volume is 
louder during the question title and  lowered when the person is 
answering)  (10 points)  

    

 

 



 

 


